Characterizing the interactions of two lipid modifications with lipid rafts: farnesyl anchors vs. palmitoyl anchors.
Farnesyl (Far) and palmitoyl (Pal) anchors play important roles in the traffic of many lipidated proteins. Herein, we show the distinctive interactions and influences of the two lipid modifications on lipid rafts (LRs) and non-raft-like membranes using molecular dynamics simulations. Palmitoyl anchors behave in a more ordered fashion, pack tighter with the lipids of LRs and diffuse at a slower rate than farnesyl anchors in LRs. When interacting with non-raft-like membranes these two types of anchors become less ordered, pack more loosely with lipids, and diffuse at a higher rate. By calculating both the number of contacts per chain and the number of contact atoms per carbon of the two anchors with the lipid components, we found that the palmitoyl chains preferred to associate with the saturated chains of lipids and cholesterol molecules in LRs, while farnesyl chains favored association with saturated chains and unsaturated chains. For non-raft-like membranes, these two lipid anchors had roughly the same preference for the three types of contact lipid chains. Additionally, palmitoyl anchors caused cholesterol to orient more perpendicular to the membrane surface, surrounding lipids to become more ordered, and lipid lateral fluidity to reduce significantly, compared to farnesyl anchors in LRs. By contrast, the POPE and DSPC became much less ordered, cholesterol became more tilted, and lipids became more fluid, when the two types lipid anchors were inserted in non-raft-like membranes. These findings are useful for understanding the traffic mechanisms of lipidated proteins with farnesyl and palmitoyl modifications in cell membranes.